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electronic slide -- rule calculator
SR-16- -I

The HP-2- 2 Business Manage- - TheHP-25ScientificProgra- m- The HP-2-1 Scientific Pbcket Perfoms all basic data
raent Pocket Calculator. S165. mable Pocket Calculator. s195. Calculator. $125. manipulation- s- .

An indispensible new management 72 built-i- n functions and operations. and executes all functions in one second
or less.

32 built-i- n functions and
operations.tool.

Puts an ideal combination of financial,
mathematical and statistical functions

Performs all log and trig functions, the
latter in radians or degrees; rectangular
polar conversion; register arithmetic;
common logs, etc.

Keystroke programmability.
The automatic answer to repetitive prob-
lems. Switch to PRGM and enter your
keystrokes once. Then switch to RUN
and enter only the variables needed
each time.

Full editing capability.
You can easily review and quickly add
or change steps at will.

Branchingand conditional test
capability.
Eight built-i- n logic comparisons let you
program conditional branches.

Special key functions: square roots, squares, reciprocals, common
and natural logarithms, e to the x power, y to the x power, pi - as well
as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Instant ce accuracy, from simple arithmetic to complex
equations.
Handles numbers as large as 9.9999999 x 10". . . or as small as
1.x 10""".

Features an algebraic keyboard with single function keys for easy
problem solving.
Operation of keys is simple and direct all special-functio- n and
arithmetic keys complete any previously entered arithmetic or yv

function.
Memory allows storage and recall of numbers, features sum key for
accumulation to memory.
Pocket portability. Weighs only 8.3 ounces.
Automatic full floating) decimal placement in answers.
Bright red display shows numbers, exponents, minus.:-signs- ,

overflow sign and error indication.
Simple to operate.
Warranted by Tl to be free from defects in parts and workmanship for
ninety days.
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right at your fingertips. Handles
virtually every computation needed in
modern business management from
simple arithmetic to complex time-value-of-mon- ey

problems to planning,
forecasting and decision analysis.

Procedures for more than 50
different calculations
in the remarkable owner's handbook.
All you do is key in your data, press.the
appropriate keys and see the answer
displayed in seconds. Automatically
computes discounted cash flow; per-
centages; ratios; proportions; compound
interest; remaining balance; annuities;
depredation; mean-standar- d deviation;
trend-line- s (linear regressions); linear
estimates; accumulated interest; rate of
return; amortization; and more.

8 addressable memories.
And you can do full register arithmetic
on all eight. &;W iS&M .
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Performs logarithms, trigonometries, hyperbolics. powers, roots,
reciprocals, factorials, linear regression, mean, variance and
standard deviation.
Features an algebraic keyboard with dual function keys that increase
the power of the SR-5- 1 without increasing its size.

Three user accessible memories permit storage, recall, sum.
product operations.
Preprogrammed to provide 20 often used engineering conversions.
Random number generator, automatic calculation of permutations,
automatic percent and percent difference computation.
User selected fixed or floating decimal point.
Calculates answers to 13 significant digits and uses all 13 digits
in subsequent calculations for maximum accuracy.
Computes and displays answers as large as 9.999999999 x 1(T'
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Automatically converts answers to scientific notation when with Percent.
The Answer.
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calculated answer is greater tnan iu'" or less man iu
Features bright display -10- -dig it mantissa with sign,

exponent with sign.
Display provides overflow, underflow, error indications.
Lightweight, fully portable.
Rechargeable batteries or AC operation.
Full year warranty.
AC AdapterCharger included.

Here's the perfect Answer for everyday
figuring problems - - and percentages - --

at a perfect price! Along with the 8R's
percent key, you get automatic add-o- n and
discount capability. Automatic constant
and repeat on all functions. Floating
decimal. A must for salesmen and for
shoppers alike.Ml II 7 .- .
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:t$ J with 4-ke- y. addressable fffi t Rockwell International
Full-Memo- ry

Electronic Calculator

four-ke- y completely addressable

Performs all classical slide rule functions-simp- le arithmetic,

reciprocals, factorials, expotentiation. roots, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions, all in free floating decimal point or in scientific
notation.
Features an algebraic keyboard with single function keys for easy
problem solving.
Most functions process displayed data only-allo- ws separate
processing of data before entry in a complex calculation.

. . r I . . MsmmA. memory as well as an easy-to-rea- d,

large, green display, square-roo- t,

change sign, and percent, including
automatic add on and discount, make
the 24RD an indespensable tool for
everyday problem solving.

Memory allows storage and recall of numDers. reaiures sum Key ior
accumulation to memory.

Calculates answers to 13 significant digits; uses all 13 digits in

subsequent calculations for maximum accuracy.

Computes and displays numbers as large as 9.999999999 x 10"" and
as small as 1.000000000 x 10

Converts automatically to scientific notation when calculated answer
is greater than 10" or less than 10- -". I . A. illy J
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Performs operations in the order problem is siaiea.

Features bright displa- y- 10-di- git mantissa,
exponent. 2 signs.
Display provides overflow, underflow, and error indications. Complete

with1Full floating decimal.

Lightweight, fully portable.
Rechargeable batteries or AC operation.

Full year manufacturers warranty.

AC AdapterCharger included.
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